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LEARN2MOVE 0–2 years, a randomized early intervention trial for infants at very high risk of cerebral palsy: family outcome and infant’s functional outcome


ABSTRACT
Purpose: To compare family and functional outcome in infants at very high risk of cerebral palsy, after receiving the family centred programme “Coping with and Caring for infants with special needs (COPCA)” or typical infant physiotherapy.

Materials and methods: Forty-three infants at very high risk were included before 9 months corrected age and randomly assigned to one year COPCA (n = 23) or typical infant physiotherapy (n = 20). Family and infant outcome were assessed before and during the intervention. Physiotherapy intervention sessions were analysed quantitatively for process analysis. Outcome was evaluated with non-parametric tests and linear mixed-effect models.

Results: Between-group comparisons revealed no differences in family and infant outcomes. Within-group analysis showed that family’s quality of life improved over time in the COPCA-group. Family empowerment was positively associated with intervention elements, including “caregiver coaching.”

Conclusions: One year of COPCA or typical infant physiotherapy resulted in similar family and functional outcomes. Yet, specific intervention elements, e.g., coaching, may increase empowerment of families of very high risk infants and may influence quality of life, which emphasizes the importance of family centred services.

Introduction
Prenatal, perinatal, or postnatal complications in early infant life inducing cerebral lesions are major risk factors of cerebral palsy (CP) [1]. For families, the knowledge of the presence of such risk factors suddenly alters the expectations on their child’s development. As limited knowledge is available on the exact nature of early developmental trajectories, the presence of the “at risk” status implies that caregivers have to deal with uncertainty about future expectations.

CP induces impairments in body functions and structures, such as dysregulation of muscle tone, causing limitations in activities and participation restrictions [2,3]. In infancy, most activities and participation occur in the context of the home environment. The family environment is a constant factor, with continuous interactions between the infant and his or her family. The physical, cognitive, and behavioral constrains of infants at risk of or with a developmental disorder usually induce challenging caregiving demands [4,5]. Caregivers of children with CP perceive in general more stress, a lower quality of life, increased time constraints, and financial and psychological burdens [6,7]. Less is known about caregivers of infants at risk of CP, i.e., before a diagnosis has been made. The uncertain future of the child adds to the stress [8]. A large burden of care and significant stress may influence...
caregivers’ health condition and interaction with the child. For instance, caregivers of children with CP are at risk of a depressed mood [9]. Therefore, not only the infant’s developmental problems, but also the mental health of caregivers may increase the infant’s risk for social, cognitive, and behavioral problems and later psychopathology [10,11]. Notwithstanding the accumulation of risk factors, many caregivers of children with developmental problems cope well with their family situation and adjust their expectations and daily life [12]. Little is known about the coping of families with an infant at very high risk of developmental problems, but it is conceivable that similar mechanisms play a role.

Originally, paediatric physiotherapy was largely involved with normalizing and optimizing body functions and structures. Over the years, focus shifted from body functions and structures towards activities, participation and the environment, including the family [13]. Family centred services have been introduced, with more involvement of families, aiming for equal partnership between families and professionals [14,15]. Early intervention programmes for preterm infants which included parent–child interaction have been shown to be more effective than interventions which focus either alone on the infant or on the caregivers [16].

We recently performed the LEARN2MOVE 0-2 study [17], a randomized controlled trial on early intervention in infants at very high risk of CP. The COPCA-intervention (COPing with and CARing for infants with special needs – a family centred programme) was compared with regular infant physiotherapy. COPCA was developed in beginning of the 21st century; it has two components: (1) a family component, with autonomy of the family and a coaching role of the physiotherapist to empower families to make their own decisions; and (2) a neurodevelopmental component, based on the Neuronal Group Selection Theory, with a hands-off approach to challenge the infant to find its own adaptive motor strategy in various circumstances. The physiotherapist coaches caregivers to implement interventional elements into daily life activities [18,19]. The control group received the standard physiotherapy as provided in the Netherlands (typical infant physiotherapy). Typical infant physiotherapy was originally based on NeuroDevelopmental Treatment principles, but nowadays a more functional approach and more involvement of the family has been implemented [13,18,20]. In our accompanying paper, we reported that infant neuromotor, cognitive, and behavioral function was similar in the two intervention groups [21].

In the present paper, we study the effects of the two interventions on family function and infants’ activities and participation. We address the following questions: (1) do families receiving COPCA or typical infant physiotherapy differ in outcome, regarding empowerment, stress, coping, and quality of life?; (2) do infants at very high risk of CP receiving COPCA or typical infant physiotherapy differ in functional outcome and quality of life?; (3) are specific interventional elements related to family and infant outcome; and (4) does the severity of the infant’s physical impairment affect family outcome? We expected a more positive family outcome in the COPCA-group, because COPCA is based on a family centred approach. We hypothesized that infants who received COPCA would have less limitations in activities and participation restrictions than infants who received typical infant physiotherapy, as COPCA aims to challenge the infants to find their own motor solutions. The implementation of these strategies into daily life activities is part of the COPCA-programme. Based on our previous studies [22,23], we expected that especially the interventional elements “caregiver coaching” and “challenging the infant to self-produced motor behavior” would be associated with better infant and family outcomes. Finally, we expected that the severity of physical impairment has a relatively small influence on family function, as often the infant’s motor impairment is only one of the many factors that affect family function [5,24].

Materials and methods
Participants
Infants at very high risk of CP were included in the study between 0 and 9 months corrected age (CA). Inclusion criteria were: (1) cystic periventricular leukomalacia (cPVL); or (2) parenchymal lesions as a result of infarction or haemorrhage; or (3) severe asphyxia with brain lesions on magnetic resonance imaging (MRI); or (4) clinical dysfunction suspect for development of CP. Exclusion criteria were (1) insufficient understanding of the Dutch language; or (2) severe congenital anomalies. The inclusion period was between November 2008 and November 2013, during which 43 infants from 12 different hospitals in the Northern region of The Netherlands were included. Caregivers gave informed consent. Infants were randomly assigned to either COPCA (n = 23) or typical infant physiotherapy (n = 20) by one of the authors (T.D.) with random sequence generating and concealment of the groups, using stratified blocks based on the inclusion criteria. The study was approved by the Medical Ethical Committee of the University Medical Center of Groningen and registered in the Dutch trial register under NTR1428.

Interventions
After inclusion, one year intervention of either COPCA or typical infant physiotherapy started, provided by paediatric physiotherapists. Paediatric physiotherapists in the COPCA-group received a COPCA-training. COPCA was provided at the infant’s home (n = 23), typical infant physiotherapy usually at home (n = 17) and sometimes in an outpatient setting (n = 3). Frequency of intervention was somewhat lower than the intended once a week (median (range): frequency per month: COPCA 3.0 (1.8–4.0); typical infant physiotherapy 2.5 (1.3–4.3), p = 0.009), due to holidays, illness and logistic factors.

Measurements
Primary outcome of the LEARN2MOVE 0-2 study is the Infant Motor Profile [25], and power calculation was also based on the Infant Motor Profile, described in our accompanying paper [21]. The current paper addresses family and infant outcomes measured by questionnaires and structured interviews. They were assessed at the infant’s home at baseline (T0), halfway the intervention (after 6 months, T2) and at the end of the intervention (after one year, T3). At the age of 21 months CA (T4), absence or presence of CP was based on fulfilling the criteria for a neurological syndrome (abnormalities in posture and movement, muscle tone and reflexes) according to the Touwen Infant Neurological Examination [26,27]. In case of CP, the severity was classified with the Gross Motor Function Classification System (GMFCS) [28]. The latter two assessments are reliable and valid instruments [27,28].

Assessors were blinded for type of intervention, caregivers were asked not to inform them. Therapists and caregivers were not blinded for the type of intervention.

Family outcome
Main family outcome was the Family Empowerment Scale (FES) [29], a questionnaire measuring empowerment in families with
children with developmental problems. The original questionnaire consists of three subscales: (1) empowerment in the family system, (2) empowerment in the service system, and (3) parents’ involvement in the community. The first two subscales were translated into Dutch for the LEARN2MOVE 0-2 study [30] and together with their total score, they were used as measures of family empowerment. The psychometric properties of the original FES are adequate [29], for the Dutch version they have only been evaluated partially [30].

Caregivers’ stress was measured by the Nijmeegse Ouderlijke Stress Index questionnaire, short version (NOSI-K) [31], based on the Parenting Stress Index [32]. Originally, the NOSI was designed for parents of children between 2 and 13 years, with good psychometric properties [31]. Application of the NOSI-K at younger ages indicated proper function (Cronbach’s alpha 0.92) [33,34].

Coping strategies of caregivers were measured by the reliable and valid Utrechtse Coping List [35,36]. This questionnaire asks about general coping mechanisms and strategies. It results in scores on seven different scales of coping: active coping, palliative coping, avoiding, social support seeking, depressive coping, expression of negative emotion, or comforting ideas.

Infant outcome: activities and participation
To measure infant functional outcome we interviewed parents with the structured Dutch version of the Pediatric Evaluation of Disability Index (PEDI) [37,38]. The PEDI results in a total score and three subscores: self-care, mobility, and social function. It can be applied in children with CP from 6 months until 7 years [38]. The PEDI-interview was combined with the Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scales (VABS), Dutch version, an interview about the functional status of communication, daily living skills and socialization [39,40]. The VABS can be used for children under 18 years. Both the PEDI and VABS have sufficient reliability and validity in children with CP [39–41].

Quality of life
Quality of life was measured with the Infant and Toddler Quality of Life Questionnaire (ITQOL), a proxy instrument to assess health-related quality of life in young children [42,43]. The ITQOL consists of child and parental concepts. Child concepts are: physical abilities, growth and development, bodily pain/discomfort, temperament and moods, general health perceptions; and if the infant is older than one year also: behavior, getting along with others, and change in health. Parent concepts are: impact emotional, impact time and family cohesion. The ITQOL has a good reliability and validity [42,43].

Caregivers quality of life was measured by a short questionnaire (CBS-list Quality of Life), consisting of two questions about how happy and satisfied caregivers were in the last month (on a 7-point Likert scale) and a visual analogue scale to assess quality of life. The questionnaire is based on a questionnaire used in the Netherlands by the central office of national statistics, with sufficient psychometric properties (Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek (Statistics Netherlands), http://statline.cbs.nl/StatWeb) [44,45].

Process analysis of physical therapy intervention sessions
Contents of physiotherapy sessions after 1 and 6 months of intervention were video-recorded and analysed, according to the Groningen Observation Protocol 2.0 [15]. Percentages of time spent on specific actions were scored within five main categories: neuromotor actions, educational actions, communication, position, and situation. We reduced the resulting data by performing a factor analysis (principal axis factoring with an Oblimin rotation). The factor analysis resulted in three factors: (1) NeuroDevelopmental Treatment versus COPCA-factor, a dimension reflecting the diametrically opposed core elements of NeuroDevelopmental Treatment (hands-on techniques and training) and COPCA (coaching and challenging self-produced motor activities); (2) non-directive communication and self-produced motor behavior; and (3) directive communication and training. Details of the process and factor analysis are described in our accompanying paper [21].

Data analyses
Statistical univariate analyses were performed with SPSS Statistics for Windows, version 21 (Armonk NY: IBM Corp. released 2012 ) [46]. We compared family and infant outcomes in the COPCA and typical infant physiotherapy groups at baseline, and after 6 and 12 months of intervention with non-parametric Mann Whitney U-tests, because of the non-normal distributions. We also compared outcome before the start and at the end of intervention (after 12 months), with Wilcoxon-signed-rank tests for dependent variables. We considered p values below 0.01 as statistically significant. For statistically significant results, Hodges Lehman estimates of the differences of the median (HL) with 95% confidence intervals (95%- CI) were calculated.

To study associations between contents of physiotherapy and the main family and infant outcomes (FES and PEDI) over time, longitudinal multilevel analyses were performed with linear and non-linear mixed-effect models (nlme) library in R version 3.3.1 [47]. Potential longitudinal differential effects of COPCA and typical infant physiotherapy on the FES and PEDI were studied, taking into account the age (in corrected months) and possibly confounding factors (gestational age, level of parental education, and presence of cystic PVL (a major predictor of CP) [1]), as these factors are known to influence outcome [1,16,48]. Subject-specific time profiles per infant were described with linear mixed-effects models, taking into account correlation between observations from the same infant. We first tested possible effects over time of intervention (COPCA versus typical infant physiotherapy), taking into account possible interaction effects of intervention with age. In these analyses we did not use measurement moment as indicator of time but CA in months (and its square), to get the best model fit and avoid introducing error by neglecting the unstructured nature of the data. We repeated these analyses for each of the outcome variables in a similar way for the three factors describing physiotherapy (1 = NeuroDevelopmental Treatment versus COPCA; 2 = non-directive communication; 3 = directive communication), using similar models for each outcome and again, a priori adjusted for the selected covariates.

To study relationships between physical impairment and family outcome, we compared family outcome for infants who developed CP with those who did not, using Mann Whitney U-tests. Moreover, we studied the influence of severity of motor impairment on family outcome, by correlating ordinal GMFCS-levels with outcome, by using Spearman rank correlation.

Results
Participants
Of the 43 included infants (n = 23 COPCA, n = 20 typical infant physiotherapy), four infants were lost to follow-up, all from the typical infant physiotherapy group (Figure 1), due to study burden (n = 3) or maternal illness (n = 1). We collected interviews of the
remaining participants from all of them except one (1 VABS at T3, due to family’s time constraints). Questionnaires were not filled in by all caregivers, resulting in lower numbers of collected questionnaires than interviews (Figure 1). Reasons were additional study burden in families already involved in a large burden of care and time constraints.

Baseline characteristics of caregivers and infants in both interventions were comparable. At the end of the study, about half (54%) of the infants was diagnosed with CP, a proportion that was similar in the two intervention groups (Table 1).

**Family outcome – empowerment, stress, and coping**

Between-group comparisons indicated that FES, coping mechanisms (Utrechtse Coping List), and parental stress (NOSI-K) scores in the two intervention groups were similar throughout the intervention period (Table 2). Also, the multilevel analyses showed that the effect of COPCA and typical infant physiotherapy on the main family outcome (FES) was similar (Table 3). We repeated the multilevel analyses with the three factors describing the interventional details of the physiotherapy actions (Table 4). Factor 1 was associated with the total FES score, indicating that less time spent with the NeuroDevelopmental Treatment-approach and more time spent with the COPCA-approach was associated with better FES scores (Table 4).

Figures 1 and 2 show the results of the linear mixed-effects models with random intercept (all models). In Table 3, effects of intervention on outcome are shown. In Table 4, effects of interventional elements, measured by factors 1, 2, and 3, are shown. Besides the effects of intervention (3) and interventional elements (4) on outcome, covariates statistically significant contributing to outcome are shown. No significant effects of caregivers’
educational level, gestational age or interaction effects for intervention with both age and cystic periventricular leukomalacia were found (data not shown in the tables).

**Infant's activities and participation**

At all measurement moments functional outcome measured by the PEDI and the VABS, was similar in the infants who had received COPCA or typical infant physiotherapy (Table 5). In both intervention groups, the PEDI- and VABS-scores increased significantly over time. Longitudinal multilevel analyses showed a similar effect of COPCA and typical infant physiotherapy on our main functional outcome, the PEDI, and no associations between interventional elements and the PEDI. Also these analyses indicated that PEDI-scores increased with age; moreover they revealed that cystic periventricular leukomalacia was negatively associated with PEDI-scores (Tables 3 and 4).

**Infant's and family's quality of life**

Quality of life scores, measured by the ITQOL at baseline and after 12 months, were similar in the two intervention groups. However,

### Table 1. Baseline characteristics and outcome cerebral palsy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COPCA (n = 23)</th>
<th>TIP (n = 20)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gestational age (weeks): median (IQR)</strong></td>
<td>32 (29–40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Preterm/term (n)</strong></td>
<td>15/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Birth weight (grams): median (IQR)</strong></td>
<td>1915 (1400–3600)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender (n): female/male</strong></td>
<td>8/15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Maternal age at infant birth (years): median (IQR)</strong></td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Educational-level mother (n)</strong></td>
<td>Low/medium/high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Educational-level father (n)</strong></td>
<td>Low/medium/high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age at baseline (months): median (IQR)</strong></td>
<td>2.5 (1.8–4.7)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **Diagnosis at 21 months CA** | |
| **CP** | 13 (57%) | 9 (45%) |
| **No CP** | 10 (43%) | 9 (45%) |
| **Unknown** | 0 (0%) | 2 (10%) |
| **GMFCS of infants with CP** | |
| **Level 1** | 3 (23%) | 0 (0%) |
| **Level 2** | 4 (31%) | 3 (33%) |
| **Level 3** | 1 (8%) | 4 (44%) |
| **Level 4** | 2 (15%) | 1 (11%) |
| **Level 5** | 3 (23%) | 1 (11%) |
| **Cystic PVL** | 29 (27–35) | 31 (29–35) |
| **Maternal age at infant’s birth (years): median (IQR)** | 6 | 4 |
| **Factor 1** | 0.24 | 0.845 |
| **Factor 2** | −1.6 | 0.181 |
| **Factor 3** | 2.5 | 0.057 |
| **Age** | 1.1 | 0.060 |
| **Quadratic age** | 0.13 | <0.001 |
| **Cystic PVL** | −8.8 | 0.002 |

**CA:** corrected age; **CP:** cerebral palsy; **COPCA:** Coping with and Caring for infants with special needs – a family centred programme; **GMFCS:** Gross Motor Function Classification System; **IQR:** Interquartile range (25th–75th percentile); **PVL:** periventricular leukomalacia; **TIP:** typical infant physiotherapy.

### Table 2. Family outcome: empowerment, stress, coping, and quality of life.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>COPCA median (range)</th>
<th>TIP median (range)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>FES total score</strong></td>
<td>3.9 (3.0–5.0)</td>
<td>3.9 (3.3–4.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Family system</strong></td>
<td>4.2 (2.8–5.0)</td>
<td>3.9 (3.2–4.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Service system</strong></td>
<td>3.8 (2.8–5.0)</td>
<td>3.8 (2.9–4.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NOSI-K</strong></td>
<td>34 (24–75)</td>
<td>33 (25–73)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UCL total score</strong></td>
<td>103 (77–129)</td>
<td>97 (77–119)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Active coping</strong></td>
<td>20 (11–24)</td>
<td>20 (13–28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Palliative coping</strong></td>
<td>17 (10–22)</td>
<td>15 (8–19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Avoiding</strong></td>
<td>15 (11–22)</td>
<td>14 (10–19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Social support seeking</strong></td>
<td>15 (7–21)</td>
<td>17 (12–20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Depressive coping</strong></td>
<td>8 (7–14)</td>
<td>10 (7–15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Expression of negative emotion</strong></td>
<td>6 (3–7)</td>
<td>6 (3–10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Comforting ideas</strong></td>
<td>12 (6–18)</td>
<td>11 (7–16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ITQOL parent concepts</strong></td>
<td>88 (39–100)*</td>
<td>92 (50–100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Impact emotional</strong></td>
<td>88 (44–100)*</td>
<td>86 (57–100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Impact time</strong></td>
<td>85 (60–100)</td>
<td>85 (60–100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>QoL – CBS list</strong></td>
<td>8.3 (1.7–9.0)*</td>
<td>8.2 (5.0–10.0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**T0:** baseline; **T2:** after 6 months; **T3:** after 12 months. **COPCA:** Coping with and Caring for infants with special needs – a family centred programme; **FES:** Family Empowerment Scale; **ITQOL:** Infant and Toddler Quality of Life Questionnaire (by proxy instrument, filled in by parents); **Parent concepts:** NOSI-K: Nijmegen Ouderlijke Stress Index – shortened version; **QoL – CBS list:** Quality of Life – Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek List; **TIP:** Typical Infant Physical therapy; **UCL:** Utrecht Coping List.

*Significance p < 0.01.
within the COPCA-group some ITQOL domain scores changed significantly over time: scores on the child concept “General Health Perceptions” (i.e., perceptions of current, past, and future health) increased (T0: 59 (32–82); T3:77 (48–98); p = 0.003; HL: 15.9 (95%CI: 4.5–27.3)) (Table 5). This increase indicates that caregivers were more satisfied about the general health of their infants at the end of the intervention than before the intervention had started. In the parent concepts of the ITQOL, two other significant changes over time were present in the COPCA-group: the scores on “Impact emotional” (amount of worry experienced by parent due to child’s eating/sleeping habits, physical and emotional well-being, learning abilities, temperament, behavior, and ability to interact with others in an age-appropriate manner) and “Impact time” (amount of time limitations experienced by parent (time for his/her own needs) due to child’s eating/sleeping habits, physical and emotional well-being, learning abilities, temperament, behavior, and ability to interact with others in an age-appropriate manner) increased significantly (Impact emotional: T0: 88 (39–100); T3: 96 (79–100); p = 0.005; HL 8.3 (95%CI 3.6–12.5); Impact time: T0: 88 (44–100); T3: 100 (71–100); p = 0.005; HL 9.5 (95%CI 4.8–19.7)) (Table 2). These increases imply that caregivers felt less emotionally worried and less restricted in time at the end of the intervention period than before the intervention had started. In contrast, in the families who had received typical infant physiotherapy, the ITQOL-scores were stable over time, both for child and parent concepts (Tables 2 and 4).

Caregivers’ quality of life, measured by the short CBS-list questionnaire, was similar in the two intervention groups throughout the intervention period (Table 2). Yet, in the COPCA-group caregivers’ quality of life increased significantly over time (T0: 8.1 (5.0–10.0); T3: 8.9 (6.8–10.0); p = 0.004; HL 0.7 (95%CI 0.0–1.3)) (Table 2). In the typical infant physiotherapy-group, quality of life scores did not change over time (T0: 8.3 (5.4–9.1); T3: 8.3 (6.1–10.0); p = 0.799; HL 0.11 (–0.7–1.0)).

**Physical impairment and family outcome**

Family outcome was similar in families with infants who developed CP and in families with infants who did not develop CP (data not shown). In addition, severity of motor impairment, measured by the GMFCS, was not associated with family outcome.

**Discussion**

The randomized controlled trial indicated that family outcome and the infant’s functional outcome (activities and participation) in the COPCA and typical infant physiotherapy groups were similar. However, a too small sample size resulted in underpowering of our study, so it is not possible to draw clear conclusions [21]. After analysing contents of intervention, family empowerment was positively associated with COPCA-related interventional elements. Within-group analyses indicated that quality of life increased over time in families who had received COPCA-intervention, but not in the typical infant physiotherapy families. Family outcome was not related to the severity of the infant’s motor impairment.

The COPCA-related intervention elements that were associated with better family empowerment consisted of caregiver coaching and challenging the infant to self-produced motor behavior. Coaching is one of COPCA’s key components, aiming to empower caregivers in making their own decisions, both within their own family system and in the health care system [18,19]. The positive association between COPCA-related actions and family empowerment may be the result of an effect of coaching over time. This idea is supported by a previous study that suggested that coaching in early intervention is associated with long-term behavioral changes in caregiver behavior [49]. Empowering caregivers aims to promote a sense of mastery over situations, which is positively related to psychological health of caregivers [5] and may influence caregivers’ health and well-being on the longer term. Therefore, coaching and empowering may have been the mediators of the changes in quality of life over time, which is in accordance with the literature [50]. In the families who had received COPCA overall quality of life increased, with less emotional worries and feeling less restricted in time, and more positive
perceptions about growth and development of their child. Empowerment and better quality of life may positively influence parent–child interaction and therewith, in the longer term, child development [9,51]. While we found changes in caregivers’ quality of life during the intervention, we did not find changes in coping strategies or parental stress. It is conceivable that coping strategies are relatively stable personal characteristics (“traits”) and therefore less sensitive to change. The absence of differences in experienced stress as measured by the NOSI-K is more remarkable, as we did find that caregivers felt less emotionally worried and less restricted in time. However, the NOSI-K measures parental stress more generally, by addressing views and thoughts about the child’s growing up, expectations, child behavior, and parenting, which can all be relatively stable over time and therefore also less sensitive to change. Another explanation may be that the NOSI-K has been designed for caregivers of children above two years, although it has been used also in younger populations [31,32,52].

Regarding infants’ activities and participation, we found – not surprisingly – that infants were more engaged in ambulatory, social, daily life, communication, and self-care activities over time. These changes most probably are related to developmental changes over age. The increase in activities and participation was similar in the two intervention groups. This is in contrast to our hypothesis that COPCA would be associated with more involvement in activities and participation than typical infant physiotherapy, because COPCA aims to encourage the infant to find adaptive motor strategies throughout daily life activities. However, also in standard physiotherapy a functional approach has been increasingly implemented [13]. Moreover, the similar infant neuromotor, cognitive, and behavioral outcome in both intervention groups [21] may have resulted in similar abilities to engage in activities and participation. Infants with some motor abilities may have a natural drive to use them [50], to discover the world around them, independent of intervention.

Family empowerment, coping, stress, and quality of life were not associated with the diagnosis CP or the severity of motor impairment. Our findings are in line with the literature on families with older children with disabilities, which describes that other factors, such as behavioral factors, cognitive problems, and burden of care, usually contribute more to quality of life and parental well-being than the child’s physical impairment [5,24].

Strengths of our study are in the first place the broad evaluation of both family and infant. It furnished opportunities to relate infant and family outcome to each other and investigate mediating factors. However, such a large battery of measurement instruments has also its reverse: study burden increases, and questionnaires which had to be filled in by the caregivers, were not always completed (Figure 1). Therefore, the numbers of collected questionnaires were lower than for the infant neuromotor measures or caregiver interviews. This may have resulted in a selection bias, i.e., that only caregivers who had enough time and energy filled in the questionnaires; this may have influenced the results in a positive way, which may be shown by the relatively high overall score on quality of life (median above 8). However, both in COPCA and in typical infant physiotherapy we missed questionnaires and therefore, this bias may have occurred in both groups. A second strength of our study is the longitudinal study design, allowing for longitudinal multilevel analyses, which are less sensitive to missing data. Another strength is the combined approach of the randomized controlled trial design with a detailed process analysis of the contents of intervention, to overcome the heterogeneous character of physiotherapy and detect working elements within interventions. A certain limitation of our study is the small sample size, which led to underpowering, due to selective attrition in the typical infant physiotherapy group [21]. It raises the question about what is acceptable to ask from families for research purposes. What is acceptable for parents seems to be related to what parents perceive as added value, together with how overburdened families already are. It is important to realize as a researcher what will be asked from already busy families and to choose measures carefully, to minimize study participation burden and the risk of drop out. Another limitation is that not all measurements are appropriate for such a young age group. The NOSI-K for example is originally meant to be used in children over two years of age, the ITQOL contains elements that can be used only after one year of age and the PEDI is designed to be used from six months of age onwards. However, at the onset of the study no better alternatives were available.

In conclusion, the present study showed that COPCA and typical infant physiotherapy intervention in infants at very high risk of CP have a similar effect on family and the child’s functional outcome. However, when we focussed more on the details, we found that COPCA’s coaching approach was associated with a better family empowerment. The results of the study underscore the importance of family involvement and empowerment in paediatric physiotherapy. Quality of life increased over time in the COPCA-families, which may have been mediated by more empowered families. It is conceivable that a better quality of life may positively influence caregivers’ health, parent–child interaction, and eventually child outcome at the long term. Fortunately, family-centred services have received increasing attention in the last decades and professionals have an open attitude to change [14,52]. However, we are not yet at the stage that it is obvious that professionals and caregivers create equal partnerships [15]. Therefore, we have to be aware of potential differences between willing to change and real change in practice [52] and also of the fact that it takes time to implement changes. In future research, we have to increase knowledge about working elements within early intervention to be able to combine them to create a mix of active ingredients, which possibly should be tailored to the needs of infant and family. A mix of active ingredients paved the way for an effective, evidence based, comprehensive type of early intervention, to achieve optimal infant and family function.
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